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Abstract. Stochastic policy gradient methods using neural representations have had considerable success in single-agent domains with continuous action spaces. These methods typically use networks that output the
parameters of a diagonal Gaussian distribution from which the resulting action is sampled. In multi-agent contexts, however, better policies
may require complex multimodal action distributions. Based on recent
progress in density modeling, we propose an alternative for policy representation in the form of conditional normalizing flows. This approach
allows for greater flexibility in action distribution representation beyond
mixture models. We demonstrate their advantage over standard methods
on a set of tasks including human behavior modeling and reinforcement
learning in multi-agent settings.
Keywords: Continuous actions · stochastic policies · multi-modality ·
density modeling · continuous security games.
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Introduction

The multi-agent learning literature contains many examples of multiple selfinterested agents with imperfect information that are strategically interacting
with each other [6]. Imperfect information and strategic interaction conditions
require agents that can both model complex strategies of other interacting agents
and formulate complex strategies in response. This often requires action distributions that are multi-modal to model the effects of hidden latent variables and
to avoid being predictable to other agents. Current success in multi-agent learning is based on representing stochastic policies with categorical distributions
over discrete actions [45] and population-based training to maintain a mixture
of strategies [31]. Moreover, the recent success with AlphaStar on Starcraft II
requires conditioning the agent’s policy on hand-crafted features indicating different modes of human play [49].
However, past work in multi-agent contexts has largely focused on discrete
action domains where multimodal behaviors are easily represented by categorical
distributions. Single agent continuous control tasks are often modeled as either
deterministic policies [44] or multivariate Gaussian with diagonal covariances as
stochastic policies [41]. Deterministic policies are known to be suboptimal for
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multi-agent scenarios [18]. In our experiments, we find that Gaussian representations of stochastic policies overly restrict the model class to have multimodal
behaviors and thus lead to suboptimal performance in multi-agent domains.
Consequently, devising methods to learn such complex representations for multiagent systems is a significant challenge from a practical standpoint and is a key
motivation for our work.
Density modeling is a rich field of study. Mixture models are often used to
build multi-modal distributions from unimodal ones. This approach can be effective when the degree of multi-modality is known. We show in this work how
complex multi-agent interactions can often require more flexible distributions
than those achieved by mixture models. Recent advances in generative modeling [8, 12, 26] have shown promise for modeling complex distributions. Various
Normalizing Flow models [8, 9, 11, 25, 37] allow learning invertible transformations of distributions that maintain ease of sampling and density evaluation
while capturing complex distributions encountered in the real-world [34]. Due to
their generality, these models can also allow reasoning about states and actions,
making them useful for policy representations.
Our main contributions in this work are:
– Providing several examples of multi-agent problems that require complex
action distributions for agent policies.
– Showing how conditional normalizing flow models can be used to represent
a continuous stochastic policy, i.e. distributions over actions that are conditioned on the current state of the agent.
– Demonstrating their effectiveness in two multi-agent learning contexts:
1. Imitation learning in multi-agent multi-modal behavior modeling.
2. Reinforcement learning in multi-agent imperfect information stochastic
games to learn mixed strategies that are difficult to exploit.
We compare against standard multivariate Gaussian policies as well as their
mixtures and provide qualitative and quantitative differences in learned agent
behavior on a suite of synthetic and real-world tasks.

2

Background and Related Work

This section outlines the components of our approach and discusses relevant
prior work.
2.1

Flow Models

Flow models are invertible transformations that map observed data x to a latent
variable z from a simpler distribution, such that both computing the probability
density p(x) and sampling x ∼ p(x) are efficient. Represented as a function
f , the key idea is to stack individual simple invertible transformations [8, 9] as
z = f (x) = f1 ◦· · ·◦fL (x), with each fi having a tractable inverse and a tractable
Jacobian determinant. Sampling is efficient because x = f −1 (z) = fL−1 ◦ · · · ◦
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f1−1 (z), where z is sampled from a simple distribution like the standard normal
or logistic, q. To take into account the change in volume due to application of
transforming functions, the log density can be written as:
log p(x) = log q(z) +

L
X
i=1

log det

∂x(i−1)
∂x(i)

(1)

where x(i) = fi−1 ◦ · · · ◦ f1−1 (z) and x(0) = z. Computing the model density
and training by maximum likelihood is efficient because Equation (1) is easy to
compute and differentiate with respect to the parameters of the flows fi .
2.2

Stochastic Games

Multi-agent reinforcement learning problems are typically modeled as stochastic
games [30, 42]. These comprise of a state space S, I = {1, . . . , n} agents with
their observation and action spaces as O1 , . . . , On and A1 , . . . , An , respectively;
(stochastic) reward functions Ri : S × A1 × . . . × An → R for each agent;
(stochastic) observation functions Oi : S → Oi for each agent; a (stochastic)
transition function T : S × A1 × . . . × An → S; and an initial state distribution
ρ(s0 ) on S. The goal of each agent in the game is to maximize the discounted
future reward with discount factor γ. A special case of a stochastic game with
one agent is a partially observable Markov decision process (POMDP) [27]. A
Markov decision process (MDP) in turn is a special case of a POMDP with
observation function as identity.
Strategic interactions between agents are studied through the lens of game
theory. A repeated normal-form game (NFG) is a special case of a stochastic
game with only one state. The reward
functions Ri can be combined together into
Qn
a single payoff function U : S × k=1 Ai → Rn . We can define the strategy profile
as π = (π 1 , . . . , π n ) and π −i as the same strategy profile but without the policy π i
of agent i. The expected utility of an agent i is then ui (π) = Eπ [U (a) | a ∼ π]. A
best response for agent i given π is BR(π −i ) = arg maxπi ui ((π i , π −i )). A profile
π∗ is a Nash equilibrium, if for each agent i, the strategy π i = BR(π −i ).
Security games between a defender and an attacker are often modeled as a
special kind of two-player normal-form games [23]. The attacker may choose to
attack any targets from the set T . The defender tries to prevent such attacks
by covering targets using resources from the set D. The utilities for each player
can be obtained given the game state (i.e. the target locations) and agent actions. These games have been used to model defender-adversary interaction in
protecting infrastructure targets such as airports, ports, and flights [7, 39, 46]
with discrete locations. However, this model is increasingly being applied to protecting wildlife [50], fisheries [15], forests [19, 21, 22], and other domains with
continuous spaces.
2.3

Imitation Learning and Agent Modeling

Given a set of observed states and corresponding actions as expert demonstrations, the goal of imitation learning is to learn a policy πθ that matches the
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expert’s behavior as closely as possible. We focus on the behavior cloning approach that treats this task as a supervised learning problem [36], learning a
stochastic policy πθ that maximizes the likelihood of observed expert actions.
We leave other imitation learning paradigms [17] for future work. The same
principles can be applied to modeling an agent’s behavior given sample trajectories [38]. Bhattacharyya et al. [3] observe that capturing multi-modality of
agent behavior is important in multi-agent contexts such as automated driving.
Vinyals et al. [49] show that bootstrapping agent policies via imitation learning
is often an important first step for solving complex games.
2.4

Multi-agent Reinforcement Learning

Although there are several approaches for solving zero-sum games, such as linear
programming, fictitious play [5], replicator dynamics [48] or regret minimization [4] for zero-sum games, they often suffer an exponential increase in complexity with the size of state-action space. With the recent success of reinforcement learning (RL) at solving complex high-dimensional tasks, adapting such
methods for multi-agent contexts provides a viable approach for solving highdimensional multi-agent problems. One can independently apply RL to multiple
agents with individual agents treating other agents as parts of stochastic environments [31]. Other approaches include self-play [16] and policy space response
oracles (PSRO) [28]. However, with the exception of Bansal et al. [2] and Liu
et al. [31], these have mostly been limited to discrete actions. Liu et al. [31] and
Lanctot et al. [28] recognize the importance of training a population of agents to
capture the multi-modal behavior. Kamra et al. [21, 22] demonstrate the utility
of applying deep reinforcement learning methods for continuous space security
games but do not explore multi-modality.
Some explored policy architectures for various single-agent continuous control
tasks. Haarnoja et al. [13] note that Gaussian mixtures can represent multimodal policies with the number of modes specified in advance. Recent work shows
implicit policies like those based on Normalizing Flows can obtain competitive
performance on single agent continuous control tasks but do not explore the
context of multi-agent domains [47]. Moreover, the standard choice for policy
representation for continuous action spaces continues to be unimodal diagonal
Gaussian [29, 41], even in the context of multi-agent domains [31]. We show that
this choice can limit policy representability for multi-agent contexts.

3
3.1

Normalizing Flow Policy Representation
Conditional Flow as Policy Representation

While a flow model is capable of modeling complex distributions, to use it as
a policy representation, we need to condition its output on some state s. We
propose to embed such state conditioning in each individual transformation, fi
in Equation (1), of the flow model while maintaining its invertibility and computational efficiency. Formally, we want to transform z ∼ q to a policy, a ∼ π(a | s)
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Fig. 1: Computational graph for conditional RealNVP
−1
by defining a = f −1 (z, s) with f −1 (z, s) = fL−1 (fL−1
(· · · f1−1 (z, s) · · · , s), s) and
z ∼ q. The conditional log probability turns into:

log π(a | s) = log q(f (a, s)) +

L
X
i=1

log det

∂x(i−1)
∂x(i)

(2)

where x(i) = fi−1 (x(i−1) , s) and x(0) = z.
Based on RealNVP [9], we propose the following conditional coupling layer
for fi−1 : Given a D dimensional input x(i−1) and some positive integer d < D,
the D dimensional output x(i) from the application of fi−1 is defined as:
(i)

(i−1)

y1:d = x1:d
(i)

(i−1)

yd+1:D = yd+1:D

(i−1)

(i−1)

exp(α(i) (x1:d , s)) + t(i) (x1:d , s)

(3)

where α(i) and t(i) are scale and translation functions from Rd → RD−d and
is the Hadamard product. These functions are represented by neural networks.
(i−1)
(i)
Since x1:d is unchanged in y (i) , we switch rows in y (i) to get x(i) where x1:D−d =
(i)

(i)

(i)

yd+1:D and xD−d+1:D = y1:d . Thus, a sequence of two conditioning coupling
layers modifies all dimensions of x. See Figure 1 for the computational graph.
The reverse mapping, fi , is efficient when x(i) is known (and so is y (i) ) and
is performed by:
(i−1)

x1:d

(i−1)

(i)

= y1:d
(i)

(i)

xd+1:D = (yd+1:D − t(i) (y1:d , s))
The Jacobian,

∂x(i−1)
,
∂y (i)

(i)

exp(−α(i) (y1:d , s))

(4)

is of the form:



Id
0d
∂x(i−1)

=  ∂x(i−1)
(i)
d+1:D
diag(exp(−α(i) (y1:d , s)))
∂y (i)
(i)
∂y
1:d

(5)
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(i)

where Id ∈ Rd×d is an identity matrix; diag(exp(−α(i) (y1:d , s))) ∈ R(D−d)×(D−d)
(i−1)
(i)
is a diagonal matrix with exp(−α(i) (y1:d , s)) on its diagonal entries. Since ∂x∂y(i)
PD−d
(i−1)
(i)
is a lower triangular matrix, log det ∂x∂y(i) = − i=1 α(i) (y1:d , s))i can be
efficiently computed. Since switching rows does not change the magnitude of
(i−1)
(i−1)
the determinant, we have log det ∂x∂x(i) = log det ∂x∂y(i) , which is used in
Equation (2).
General policy optimization algorithms only require parametrized density
models to model the action distributions conditioned on the state. By maintaining the invertibility and the triangular Jacobian of the RealNVP layers while
embedding the state conditioning in the scale and translation functions, our flowbased architecture can effectively represent agent policies. At sampling time, we
−1
first sample z ∼ p(z) and get a = fL−1 (fL−1
(· · · f1−1 (z, s) · · · , s), s) with each
−1 i−1)
fi (x
, s) calculated as in Equation (3). The log probability is calculated by
Equation (2) where z = f1 (f2 (· · · fL (x, s) · · · , s), s) with each fi (x(i) , s) calcu(i−1)

lated as in Equation (4) and log det ∂x∂x(i)

3.2

as described above.

Representation Capability

For the internal coupling of different dimensions of the action, at each conditional
coupling layer, one part of the dimensions of x is coupled with the other part
by neural network functions. With the application of row switching, we need at
least three coupling layers to have every axis coupled with every other axes [8].
There are multiple possible ways to condition the flow model on the the state.
Here we discuss the limitations of the two most straightforward modifications
and how our proposed structure overcome these limitations.
– Having the state conditioning only at the base distribution q, i.e. z ∼ q(z | s)
and a = f −1 (z). In this case, we will have a fixed transformation function
∂z
f −1 for any state s, so log π(a | s) = log q(f (a) | s) + log det ∂a
. Then
for any two states s1 , s2 ∈ S, the log probability of the same action a is
given by log π0 (a | s1 ) − log π0 (a | s2 ) = log q(f (a) | s1 ) − log q(f (a) | s2 ),
i.e., the log probability difference is only in the base distribution. Since the
base distribution is often simple (this is the point of using flow models), its
representational capability is limited.
– Having the state conditioning only at one of the transformation layer, i.e.
−1
z ∼ p(z) and a = fL−1 ◦ · · · ◦ fi−1 (fi−1
◦ · · · ◦ f1−1 (z), s). This means that
the network needs to embed both the sampling information of z and the
−1
state information of s in x(i) = fi−1 (fi−1
◦ · · · ◦ f1−1 (z), s). In most flow
(j)
models, the dimension of x ∀j ∈ {1 . . . L} is equal to the dimension of the
action space |A|. In most reinforcement learning tasks, the dimension of the
state space |S| is much larger than |A|. E.g., consider tasks with images as
state representations. When |S|  |A|, there could be significant information
loss when compressing the state information into x(i) . Our experiments also
indicate that such a method performs worse than the proposed structure
(see results for NFP1 [47] in Section 4).
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Our method overcomes the above limitations by using the state as side information at each transformation layer. It is able to generate drastically different
distributions at different states by changing the transformation at each layer.
The network architecture also needs to compress less information. Because the
state information is available at each transformation layer, the network does not
need to embed all the state information in the latent variables.

4

Experiments

We aim to show that Flow models can be effective policy representations for
multi-modal multi-agent scenarios with continuous actions. We first evaluate
Flow policies for a synthetic and a real-world agent-modeling task, where multimodality is important, since often for real world games, agent policies need to be
bootstrapped from human demonstrations [43, 49]. We then show the importance
of multi-modal policy representations for learning difficult-to-exploit strategies
in the context of continuous action games.
We compare Flow policies against the standard diagonal multivariate Gaussian policies, as well as the Gaussian policies with full covariance using Cholesky
decomposition (noted as CG policy). We also compare against the mixture of
multivariate diagonal or full convariance Gaussian policies (noted as GMM and
MCG policies). We focus on the conditional RealNVP [9] as described in Section 3 as our Flow policy. We also compare against the architecture introduced
in Tang and Agrawal [47] (noted as NFP1) which also uses the flow model as
the policy representation with state conditioning only at the first transformation layer. Due to the reasons described in Section 3.2, we found it suboptimal
and more difficult to train compared to our approach. Additional details on the
policy and training implementations are in the appendix.
4.1

Agent Modeling

For agent modeling tasks, we use behavior cloning to maximize the likelihood of
actions in the training data [36].
Synthetic To verify that Flow policies can learn to represent multi-modal behavior, we designed a simple environment to model human driving in response
to a traffic light at an intersection. As soon as the traffic light turns yellow, the
driver either needs to accelerate or decelerate to avoid coming into conflict with
the orthogonal traffic. Figure 2 givens an illustration of the scenario.
Figure 4a shows the sampled expert accelerations along the road (ẍ) with noticeable multi-modal behavior. Aggressive drivers decelerate and show negative
ẍ, while defensive drivers accelerate and display a positive ẍ. We randomly split
this data into 90% train and 10% test sets. We repeat this experiment 10 times
and report the average log-likelihood of the samples from the test partition. Test
scores are reported in Table 1.
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Fig. 3: Traffic Weaving: First Wasserstein distance with respect to the test
set expert trajectories.

Fig. 2: Agent modeling scenarios:
Top: Traffic Light; Bottom: Traffic Weaving
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Fig. 4: Traffic Light Intersection: Distribution of agent acceleration along the road for
different policy parameteriztions. The grey line indicates the intersection location.
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Traffic Light Weaving

Gaussian
1.21 ± 0.02
Cholesky Gaussian
1.20 ± 0.02
k-Gaussian mixture
1.40 ± 0.07
k-Cholesky Gaussian mixture 1.38 ± 0.07
NFP1
1.30 ± 0.08
RealNVP
1.46 ± 0.04

−1.94 ± 0.10
−1.79 ± 0.21
0.19 ± 0.14
0.17 ± 0.18
−0.55 ± 0.11
0.86 ± 0.25

Table 1: Average best test log-likelihood scores. Best scores for Gaussian mixture models were achieved with k = 3 for Traffic Light Intersection, and k = 20 for Traffic
Weaving. Higher is better.

Learned policies can be evaluated by sampling their actions for the same
batch of initial states. As can be seen in Figure 4b, the diagonal multivariate
Gaussian fails to capture the action distribution as shown by the expert drivers.
It tries to cruise along at the same speed even when close to the intersection.
Predicting a full covariance matrix (denoted by CG) does not fix the problem
as can be seen in Figure 4c. Figures 4d and 4e as well as Table 1 suggest that
mixture models help a little and have lower spread beyond the intersection.
NFP1 performs significantly worse than mixture models. Figure 4g shows that
our conditional RealNVP better models the agents with very little spread of
constant speeds beyond the intersection point.
For more complex scenarios, identifying the correct number of Gaussians
(k) in a mixture model can be difficult and inference can be quite slow with
many modes, especially with full covariance. Flow representations, however, can
capture such multi-modality efficiently.
Real World Schmerling et al. [40] demonstrate the importance of modeling
multi-modality in human-robot interaction policies for effective decision making.
We use the Flow policy representation to learn a generative model for human
driver actions from the dataset associated with the traffic-weaving scenario.1
Two drivers intend to swap lanes without communication on a straight road
with 134 meters. Figure 2 illustrates the scenario. The dataset contains 1105
trials recorded from 19 different pairs of human drivers. The state contains the
velocity and position of both vehicles, and the action to learn is the acceleration
of the vehicles. We divide the trials with 90% for training and 10% for testing.
These are then normalized using the mean and the standard deviation of the
entire training set.
The test scores are reported in Table 1. On this dataset, the RealNVP policy
again obtains the highest score. Gaussian policies, both with a diagonal covariance and a full covariance, behave the worst due to their unimodality. The GMM
policies have better performance but are still limited by their representational
capability.
1

https://github.com/StanfordASL/TrafficWeavingCVAE
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To compare the quality of the generated trajectories, we compute their pertimestep first Wasserstein distance [35] to the expert trajectories in the test set.
The results are shown in Figure 3. The RealNVP policy has the lowest distance
on almost every time step, indicating that the trajectories sampled from the
RealNVP policy distribution are the closest to the demonstration distribution
compared to other approaches.
4.2

Multi-agent RL

We next test whether our flow policies can be trained using policy optimization
in the context of multi-agent reinforcement learning.
Repeated Iterated Games We first construct a series of simple two player
continuous games including the polynomial game, the uniform game, and the
Bertrand game [32] as didactic examples of the importance of complex action
distributions in competitive continuous games.

Gaussian CG GMM MCG RealNVP

Game

Player 1 (u1 (a1 , a2 ))

Polynomial
(a1 − a2 )2
Uniform
min(|a
 1 − a2 |/2, 1 − |a1 − a2 |/2)

(a1 + 1)/3 if a1 < a2
Bertrand
(a1 + 1)/6 if a1 > a2


(a1 + 1)/4 if a1 = a2

Player 2 (u2 (a1 , a2 ))
−u1 (a1 , a2 )
−u1 (a1 , a2 )
u1 (a2 , a1 )

Table 2: Utility functions for continuous games, where ai is the mean of an
agent’s 2D action

Polynomial
P1
P2
Uniform
P1
P2
Bertrand
P1
P2

0.78 0.50 0.09 0.14
0.54 0.42 0.11 0.21

0.04
0.11

0.54 0.19
0.36 0.14

0.05 0.04
0.06 0.05

0.05
0.04

0.50 0.57 0.06 0.10
0.50 0.66 0.06 0.10

0.06
0.07

Table 3: Continuous games: Average
first Wasserstein distance between the
sampled distributions and the equilibrium distributions over 5 trials. The
GMM and MCG use 10 Gaussian components. Lower is better.

i
Formally, a continuous game is defined by a tuple G ≡ (I, (Ai )i∈I
Q, (u i)i∈I ),
i
where I is a finite set of players, Ai is the player’s action space, u : i A → R
is the player’s associated payoff function. For the games under consideration,
agent actions are defined as ai ∈ [−1, 1] × [−1, 1] and the utility functions are
defined in Table 2.
Figure 5 shows the equilibrium distribution as well as the histogram of the
sampled actions of the learned policies. The figures show that GMM and RealNVP policies converge more closely to the equilibrium distributions than the
standard Gaussian ones. The first Wasserstein distance between the sampled
distributions and the equilibrium distributions are shown in Table 3, confirming
our observation that RealNVP and mixture policies generate distributions that
are closer to the equilibrium.

Farm Security Games To evaluate the scalability of different policy representation methods with high-dimensional observations, we construct a competitive

NE
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Fig. 5: Repeated iterated game: Nash equilibrium and sampled agent actions. Upper:
player 1; Lower: player 2. The horizontal axis is the average action, and the vertical
axis is the frequency (probability density function for NE).

environment based on the Forest Security game of Kamra et al. [21], called Farm
Security, with the defender allocating scarecrows on the farm to save the food
from attacker birds. We summarize the farm state, s as a 160 × 160 matrix
containing a grayscale image of the farmland. An example input is shown in
color in Figure 6. The defender chooses the coordinate location of the scarecrow,
aD ∈ R2 . The attacker crosses the boundary of the farm to move towards the
plant locations, stops at any point on their path, eats the food particles in a
radius Ra , receives a reward proportional to the food in that radius, and exits
back to their starting location. The attacker’s action is aA ∈ R2 , specifying the
coordinate location of its stopping point. The attacker is considered ambushed if
its path comes within distance Rg from the scarecrow’s location. An ambushed
attacker gets a penalty −rpen and the defender receives a reward rpen .
The farm state represents a 2 × 2 square area where plants are distributed
uniformly in rows with intervals of 0.5. Rows of food are randomly generated with
orientations from −π/4 to π/4 and widths from 1/12 to 1/4. Both agents have
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Fig. 6: Left: Example farm. Green dots represent the plants. Right: Farm with the
attacker bird (red circle) and the defender scarecrow (blue circle) visualized, the yellow
line represents the path from the entering point of the attacker.

an active radius of 1/6. To avoid expensive image generation during training, we
pre-generate 1000 farm states as the training set. We additionally generate 100
farm states as the test set to evaluate generalization.
We compare standard multivariate Gaussian and mixture of Gaussian policies
against our RealNVP policy. Because the inputs are images, we use a convolutional neural network (CNN) as the feature extractor with structures suggested
by Kamra et al. [20]. We show two example trained strategies on environments
from the test set in Figures 7 and 8. For the attacker, the Gaussian policy uniformly spreads the attack and fails to take into account the plant distribution.
The GMM policy performs better and is able to cover a large portion of the
food particles when the the rows of food are flat, as shown in Figure 7. When
the rows of food are more diagonal as in Figure 8, each Gaussian component in
the GMM policy could only cover a small region of food. In both cases, the proposed RealNVP policy is able to adapt its distribution to cover most of the food
particles. Since the behavior of the defender is largely affected by the attacker’s
strategy, its performance is difficult to compare from sample visualizations.
Evaluating complex multi-agent interactions is a challenging problem. Two
recent empirical game-theoretic approaches include Nash Averaging [1] and αRank [33]. We focus on the α-Rank method based on evolutionary dynamics [33]
for comparing different policy representation strategies owing to its applicability
to general sum multi-player games. Applying these ranking approaches requires
pairwise evaluation of all strategies under consideration to form a payoff matrix
for each player. In our case, these strategies correspond to the model used for
the player agent’s policy representation.
We perform pairwise evaluations with each policy representation for the agent
by playing 104 games between each individual policy pair. The evaluation matrices for each agent are shown in Figures 9a and 9b for train and test sets
respectively. Given the α-Rank for the different policy representations shown in
Figures 10 and 11, we find that the RealNVP policy for both attacker and defender form a sink node in the evaluation Markov chain. It is ranked the highest
with increasing ranking intensity α (relates to selection pressure in evolutionary
dynamics), verifying that conditional flow models lead to more robust policies.
Our intuition is that for a given food distribution, the attacker is incentivized
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Fig. 7: Farm Security game sample 1: Visualization of agents’ policies. Left: Scatter of
food particles and agents’ actions: Red: attacker, Blue: defender, Green: food; Middle/Right: Log-probability of the agents’ action distributions.
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to cover a larger area of the food, i.e. to have larger action distribution entropy.
This makes it more difficult to be caught by the defender. Similarly, the defender
is motivated to cover a larger portion of the farm boundary so that the attacker
could not exploit it. However, especially for the attacker, covering an arbitrary
food distribution is not easy with Gaussian and GMM policies. For the Gaussian
attacker, a small standard deviation would make its attack easily predicted by
the defender, while a large standard deviation means that a large portion of its
attacks are wasted on no food regions. Due to the high penalty of being ambushed, the policy learns to have a large standard deviation and thus its attacks
tend to be uniform. For the GMM attacker, especially in the situations shown
in Figure 8, the covariance between the x and y positions of the food particles
is stronger, which is poorly represented by the diagonal Gaussian components
in GMM. In this case, each Gaussian component’s standard deviation becomes
very small to avoid wasted attacks and the entropy of the GMM policy becomes
much lower, making it easier to be caught from the defender’s perspective. In
comparison, the RealNVP attacker is able to show good food coverage on all
different food patterns. Although not shown here, using a MCG policy in this
environment could converge to similar action distributions as the RealNVP policy. However, the training clock time of MCG is much longer due to its complex
structure.
In general, different games may require different form of equilibrium distributions, and some of them might be well fitted by the existing policy representations. However, we often do not know the optimal distribution a priori in
practice, and thus a flexible representation is needed.

5

Conclusion

We focused on representations for agent policies in multi-agent continuous control contexts. Our experiments showed that even mixture models may not suffice
for modeling multi-modal action distributions for optimal behavior. We presented how normalizing flows can be used to represent multi-modal policies and
how they can be structured for multi-agent contexts. Their effectiveness was
demonstrated on both agent-modeling and reinforcement learning tasks. Conditional normalizing flows significantly improve the learning of complex, multimodal behavior over standard multivariate Gaussian or mixture of Gaussian representations. Our experiments indicate that multi-agent learning requires choosing appropriate policy representations irrespective of learning algorithms. The
proposed policy representation does not impose any limitations on the learning algorithms, and thus should be applicable to other domains. The potential
applications of this work include, but not limited to, the IT security and commercial competitions where continuous and high dimensional strategies are needed.
Combining our model with the recent developments in imitation learning [3] and
reinforcement learning [28] for multi-agent systems is important future work.
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Appendix

Policy Implementation Our implementation is based on the Garage [10] reinforcement learning library. We use a multi-layer perceptron (MLP) consisting
of 3 hidden layers with 64, 64, and 32 hidden units for the Gaussian, Cholesky
Gaussian, GMM and MCG policies. The mean and covariance (and weights for
mixture models) use the same MLP except the last layer for better knowledge
sharing. The NFP1 policy uses the standard RealNVP structure with 5 coupling
layers. An additional state conditioning layer is added after the first coupling
layer. The state conditioning layer uses an MLP of 2 hidden layers with 64 hidden units [47]. For the proposed conditional flow policy, we use 5 coupling layers
and each coupling layer has an MLP of 2 hidden layers with 32 hidden units. The
MLP takes the concatenation of the observation and half of the latent variables
(x1:d , d = bD/2c) as the input, and output the scale and translation factors α
and t as introduced in Section 3.1. The output α is then clipped between [−5, 5]
for better numerical stability. We additionally add a tanh on the final outputs
for all policies similar to Haarnoja et al. [14], which helps limit the policy output
space as well as bound the entropy term in loss. We make sure that the total
number of parameters for different models stay close to 104 for a fair comparison.
All the hidden layers use ReLU activations. For the farm security game, since the
inputs are images, we additionally add a convolutional neural network (CNN)
of 2 convolution layers as the feature extractor to all models. The convolution
layers have 32 and 16 channels. The filter sizes are 16 × 16 and 4 × 4, and the
strides are 8 × 8 and 2 × 2. This CNN structure is suggested by Kamra et al.
[20].
Agent Modeling We use behavior cloning as our training algorithm in Section 4.1 which maximizes the likelihood of actions in the training data [36]. We
use a batch size of 1024. The learning rate starts from 0.01 and decays at a
rate of 0.8 every 1000 iterations. We train each policy with 5 × 103 and 2 × 104
iterations on the synthetic and real world datasets.
Multi-agent RL We use proximal policy optimization (PPO) [41] as our policy
optimization algorithm in Section 4.2. We add an extra entropy term to the loss
function for better exploration. The entropy of the policies are estimated using
the negative log-likelihood of one sampled action for each state. The weight of
the entropy loss starts with 1.0 and decays at a rate of 0.999 per iteration. We
train all players independently at the same time. We use the Adam optimizer [24]
with a fixed learning rate of 10−4 . The training lasts 104 epochs with a batch
size of 512 for the repeated iterated games and 2048 for the farm security game.

